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Abstract !
Through the years, stereotypical representation of others has been present in video games. 
There exist numerous games which consist of characters that are being represented 
stereotypical in a negative way. The aim of this thesis is to discuss how stereotypes occur in 
game animation and to see if an understanding of the culture represented will help in 
avoiding negative stereotypes. Possessing knowledge of the represented culture, I propose 
that a negative stereotypical representation of others can be kept to a minimum in the 
animations of the game Crest. This was tested on ten participants from Sweden and ten 
participants from South Africa with a qualitative questionnaire. Based on the questionnaire 
results, it can be seen that the majority of the participants think the animations was 
stereotypical. However, the participants also think the animations were not represented in a 
negative way, meaning that they find the animations stereotypical in a positive way. Thus, it 
indicates that with the knowledge of the culture represented, negative stereotypes in game 
animation can be minimized. This study shall serve as a small part of solution to a worldwide 
and larger problem of stereotypical representations in game animation and games in general. 
With a larger and broader research on the subject, an answer to how to avoid negative 
stereotypes in games might be found.  
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1 Introduction !
Stereotypical representation of others has been present in video games through the years. 
Often games only feature one colored character which is heavily stereotyped, like the 
character Barret Wallace in the game Final Fantasy VII (Square Enix, 1997), who is a big 
African-American thug-like male speaking with broken English. In other games a whole 
continent is homogenized and its inhabitants seen as mindless savages with a great number of 
similarities to the stereotypes from the colonization of Africa, as Capcom (2009) did with 
Resident Evil 5 (Geyser, 2013). This is not only common in video games but in media overall. 
Fürisch (2010) criticizes the role which mass media have played in producing the idea of the 
Other, which are nationalities outside the national mainstream. Fürisch (2010) also brings up 
how media promote or hinder a positive view on cultural diversity. So how does stereotypical 
representation of others affect game animations? !
The animations in the game Crest are presented as material for the questionnaire in the 
present study. Crest is a God game, a genre where  the player takes the role of a God and look 
after and take care of a population (Adams, 2008). In order to get a deeper understanding on 
how to avoid stereotypical representation of others in Crest, a qualitative questionnaire was 
held. There were two focus groups for the questionnaire, where one came from Sweden and 
the other from South Africa. In order to see how other games handle stereotypical 
representation of others, three similar games to Crest are presented in the background. The 
aim are to achieve a deeper insight and to better understand how stereotypes are treated in 
media and especially in games. It would be interesting to compare how the target audience 
(Western players, represented by Sweden) and the represented culture (Africa, represented by 
South Africa) respond to the animations. This is concluded in the answers analyzed from the 
questionnaire, where Swedish participants interpret their view on the animations representing 
a South African culture, as well as the South African participants interpret their view on it.  !
Africa has a dark history of racial stereotypes which descends from the old colonization of 
Africa (Doh, 2008). Unfortunately some of these stereotypes still exist for the sake of 
entertainment, as seen in Resident Evil 5. Even if the game developers do not realize they are 
making their characters stereotypical in a negative way, this fact will not elude the player 
base. As the player base becomes more and more aware of this, it becomes more obvious that 
they do not tolerate it. Therefore it is of utmost importance not to make Crest’s characters and 
animations stereotypical in a negative way. With this study, the hope is to avoid falling into 
the trap that many game developers do, making animations based on old and stereotypical 
views for the sake of entertainment. The hope of this study is also to provide an approach on 
how to make respectful animations towards others while maintaining entertainment value and 
appeal to a western audience.  
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1.1 Pilot Study !
In the Advanced Game Project course at Uppsala University Campus Gotland I made a short 
pilot study of this subject during a period of five weeks. This pilot study was also a 
qualitative study but featured only one focus group, from Sweden, and only showed one 
animation. The focus group, which consisted of nine persons, was shown a first draft of the 
dance animation, and then interviewed. The first draft had all the main movements but was 
not very smooth. The participants were asked five questions related to the animation. !
One of the reasons why the result of the pilot study did not succeed, was that the answers 
from the participants were too inconclusive. The lack of a proper conclusion from the result 
was because the questions were poorly made by me, mainly due to a short amount of time. 
However, during the interviews I did notice that world experience could have a relationship 
with the view on stereotypes. But due to the results a clear conclusion about the matter could 
not be drawn. Therefore, for this study I have chosen to make a questionnaire instead and 
have made a deeper research on questionnaire methods to get a better understanding on how 
to do a good questionnaire, and hopefully get better results.  !!
!
!
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1.2 Aim and Questions 

!
Hypothesis 

Possessing knowledge of the represented culture, a negative stereotypical representation of 
others can be kept to a minimum in the animations of the game Crest. !
After an initial background review of how game animations and God games portray 
stereotypes in African cultures, the aim is to see how stereotypes occur in game animation 
and to see if an understanding of the culture represented will help game developers in 
avoiding negative stereotypes. The intention is to make the game Crest a more respectful and 
thoughtful game.  

!
Subquestions 

■ Are the animations in Crest stereotypical? 

■ Are the animations in Crest represented in a positive or negative way? 

■ How clearly do the animations in Crest convey African cultures? 

!
Limitations  

This thesis will be limited to addressing how Crest portray African cultures via the 
representation of animations related to five activities: 

■ Dancing 

■ Burial rite 

■ Conversing 

■ Carrying  

■ Plowing 

These activities were chosen because they are some of the primary animations in the game 
Crest and are part of the animations the player sees most often, as they are performed by the 
main characters in the game. These activities are performed by various characters of different 
working classes in the game and play a huge part on the feedback to the player. If these 
animations look stereotypical to the player in a negative way, they will most probably ruin 
the playing experience for him/her. However, if the animations are stereotypical but in a 
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positive way, it might enhance the animations and make them easier to understand. Therefore 
it is important that these animations avoid being negatively stereotypical and instead 
respectfully represent African culture. The thesis is also limited to examining three other God 
games by comparing screenshots and gameplay videos of the games with each other and 
Crest. The God games that were examined are the following: From Dust, Populous and Black 
& White. 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1.3 Background 

!
The background will present what defines a stereotype, a brief history of animations and 
game animation, what a God game is, and what Crest is and the inspiration of Crest’s art 
style. !
1.3.1 Stereotypes !
Stereotypes are a broad subjective topic whose meaning differs from person to person. A 
stereotype is “A widely held but fixed and oversimplified image or idea of a particular type of 
person or thing” (Oxford Dictionaries, 2014). Or as Courtney and Whipple (1983) suggest, 
“Stereotype is a mental shorthand which helps to convey ideas and images quickly and 
clearly” (Courtney & Whipple, 1983, p. 205). Neither of these define stereotypes as 
something positive nor negative, which implies that stereotypes can be both positive and 
negative. As Courtney and Whipple (1983) state, stereotypes can be used to quickly and 
clearly convey images and ideas, which can be positive as it can be easily recognizable for 
the audience. However, it can also be negative as the ideas and images conveyed can be racist 
and sexist. !
As Doh (2008) explains, it was the French printer Didot (1798) who coined the term 
“stereotype” and referred to a printing process that was used when creating reproductions. 
Doh (2008) continues with that it was journalist Walter Lippmann (1922) who identified 
stereotypes with “pictures in the head” or more formally, “mental reproductions of reality”. 
The term has from there evolved into what it is today, which is generalizations, or more 
commonly over-generalizations (Doh, 2008). !
A cultural stereotype is a widely accepted perception or belief about the attributes of a 
particular race, especially minority groups. Unfortunately, cultural stereotypes widely exist in 
mass media. African American or African men are for example often portrayed as criminals 
(Entman, 1992; Peffley, Shields, & Williams, 1996). Asian men though, are commonly seen 
as culturally ignorant (Park, Gabbadon, & Chernin, 2006). In video games minority ethnic 
groups, such as African and Hispanic, appear less frequently than caucasian males (Mou, 
2007). And as mentioned, when minorities appear in video games they are often stereotypical 
in a negative way, as African Americans being criminals. Or as seen in Resident Evil 5 
(Figure 1), Africans represented as mindless savages.  
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!  
Figure 1 Screenshot from Resident Evil 5 !

Doh (2008) explains that the African stereotype of a homogenized country in dire need of 
help might be rooted in media and news, more specifically in relation with American media. 
Doh (2008) further explains that many African countries catch big headlines with crises 
named the Congo, Mau Mau, South Africa, Ethiopia and Biafra. These stories and headlines 
often disappear very quickly, thus leaving Americans with little understanding of the country 
or its politics. These stories also make Americans believe that Africa is a place of instability 
in government and society. With a few countries getting the big headlines in media it easy to 
homogenize Africa and forget that it is a very big and multicultural continent. !
I am therefore, as well as Doh (2008), also no longer surprised by Campbell’s (1997, p. 215) 
observation: “At present, detailed knowledge about Africa is in the hands of a minority in 
Europe and America, while there is widespread ignorance on the part of the rest of the 
population”. !!
1.3.2 History of animation and game animation !
Animation has existed for centuries. One of the first known examples is from the first century 
BC. Ding Huan, a Chinese craftsman invented a zoetrope-like optical device, which created 
an optical illusion of movement. Since then animations have developed tremendously, 
especially after the late 1920’s with Walt Disney and the California animators. In 1995 Toy 
Story was released, which was the first animated film using computer animation. Computer 
animation has since then become the most widely used animation technique (Kerlow, 2009). !!
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The Disney animators developed something that would later be known as the 12 principles of 
animations, which is 12 techniques that are a widely used standard among animators 
(Johnston & Thomas, 1984). The principles are the following: Squash and stretch (Fig. 2), 
Anticipation, Staging, Straight ahead action and pose to pose, Follow through and 
overlapping action, Slow in and slow out, Arcs, Secondary action, Timing, Exaggeration, 
Solid drawing and Appeal. !

!  
Figure 2 Illustration of Squash and stretch !

These 12 principles are very helpful for film animation. In game animation though, some of 
the principles have to be altered to be helpful. Staging for example, is simply that you place 
your characters the best way possible in the scene, similar to actors in the theatres. In games 
though, the player or the audience will see the characters from all possible angles, which the 
animator has to consider while animating. The same goes for squash and stretch, which is 
widely used in film animation. Unfortunately, it is not used as much for game animation as 
game animation has more limits compared to film animation. The biggest difference between 
film animation and game animation is the limitations in game animation (Pardew, 2007 p.
499). Pardew (2007) emphasizes that nonlinear animation might not be available in most 
game engines but a game animator has to consider other things as well. For example, a game 
animator has to take into consideration the response from the player . If an animation in a 
game is too long, the player will most likely feel that he or she is out of control. The response 
of the animation has therefore to be quick and responsive. !!!
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!
 

Figure 3 Illustration of Staging !!
What is typically lost in discussions about animation is the fact that when you 
watch an animated film, the performance you’re seeing is the one the animator 
is giving to you. If an animated character makes you laugh or cry, feel fear, 
anger, empathy, or a million other emotions, it is largely due to the work of 
these often unsung artists, who invest a lot of themselves in the creation of 
these indelible moments 
- Brad Bird (Crafton, 2013 p.15) !

As the quote above and Crafton (2013) states, Brad Bird, Don Graham and others have taken 
a firm stand that everything in an animation is put there on purpose and that everything is 
motivated (Crafton, 2013 p.58). Bird and Graham (Crafton, 2013) are clearly speaking about 
film animation but the statement should be true for game animation as well. If so, one could 
assume that the stereotypical representation of Africa in Resident Evil 5 were motivated and 
put there on purpose.  !
!
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1.3.3 God Games !
God games are a sub genre of the strategy games genre and is a genre where the player takes 
the role of a God and all his power. Most God games are about increasing the number of 
followers you have and decreasing the number of followers of your opponent. The key 
features in most God games are the following: Indirect control of ordinary people, Godly 
powers for maleficent and beneficent purposes, Taming the landscape, Control the weather, 
Natural disasters and Success in wars (Adams, 2008).  !

!  
Figure 4 Screenshot from From Dust !!

Some popular God games are Populous, From Dust and Black & White. Only Populous and 
Black & White feature all these key features. From Dust features almost all of them but the 
player will not partake in any wars. The earlier Populous games did not feature any wars 
either. In From Dust the player is helping its population from natural disasters by controlling 
the landscape around him. Thus, you as the player are indirectly controlling the population. ! !
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!  
Figure 5 Screenshot from Black & White 2 !!

As seen above in figure 4 and in section 1.3.4 Crest below in figure 7 that From Dust and 
Crest share some similar art styles, especially with the African style masks. Aside from that, 
From Dust seems to be more inspired by Indonesian culture while Crest is heavily inspired 
by African cultures, according to me. I believe that Populous: the beginning, as seen below in 
figure 6, has a more generic tribe-like art style and it is difficult to see any comparisons to a 
specific culture, but does share some attributes with the old Mayan culture. While I believe 
Black & White has a distinct European architecture and overall art style. I think Black & 
White has a lot of resemblance to the old Roman and Greek empires, which can be seen 
above in figure 5, especially if one looks at the temple/statue in figure 5. !!

!
Table 1 Cultural inspiration in different God games !!!!!!

Games Crest From Dust Populous: the 
beginning

Black & White

Cultural 
inspiration

African Indonesian Mayan Greek/Roman
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All these three games have stereotypical representation in some way or another, as one can 
see a resemblance to other cultures in them. For example, the statue in Black & White in 
figure 5 above, for me it has architectural elements typical of classic Greco-Roman style. But 
as mentioned in the 1.3.1 Stereotypes section above, stereotypes can both be considered 
positive and negative. The question is then if these games are stereotypical in a positive way 
or negative way. Considering none of the games mentioned have drawn as much attention as 
Resident Evil 5 and gotten accused of being stereotypical in a negative way (Geyser, 2013), I 
would argue that these three games all are mostly represented in a positive way. !

!  
Figure 6 Screenshot from Populous: The Beginning !!

1.3.4 Crest !
Crest is the object of study in the present thesis. Besides from myself, the persons working on 
Crest are the following: Oskar Thysell, Martin Greip, Johannes Häggqvist and Roland Koch.  !
Crest is a God game and unlike other God games, Crest functions more like a religion 
simulator, as it will not feature weather control and natural disasters in the same way as other 
God games. Crest will also not feature any taming of the landscape and any warfare, which 
are both seen as key features to a God game according to Adams (2008). !
The main mechanic in Crest is giving commandments to your population. The 
commandments you give your population will affect both the well-being of the population as 
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well as their surroundings. These commandments work in similar way like scripting does 
when programming, you write a sentence which then becomes true. Then you watch your 
population act after that commandment and based on your earlier commandments and 
whether your population is progressive or conservative, it will follow it more or less.  !
Unlike other God games you cannot affect the environment directly, instead you affect it 
indirectly by the commandments you have given your population. If the player commands the 
population to chop down wood, the area might turn to desert which affects the water density 
in the ground. This can lead nearby tiles to turn into desert as well, which is not a good thing 
as farms cannot produce as much food on desert tiles. Crest does not feature any godly 
powers that can tame the landscape, control the weather and cause natural disasters. The 
player instead watches the population progress and changes the world around them through 
the years.  !

!  
Figure 7 Concept art of the “Settler” for Crest !

According to Martin Greip (pers.comm. 2014), Art Director of Crest, the population in Crest 
is heavily inspired by Sub-Saharan African cultures and especially people from KwaZulu 
Natal, South Africa and the Dogon people. KwaZulu Natal is a region in eastern South Africa 
and the home of the Zulu tribe. The Dogon people are an ethnic group living in central Mali, 
Western Africa and is one of the oldest African tribes still existing (Casely-Hayford, 2010). 
Crest takes place in the beginning of mankind in a alternate version of Africa, therefore all 
characters in the game are ‘Africans’. This idea came from what is known at the moment, that 
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mankind originated from Africa. While Crest is heavily inspired by Africa, it does not take 
place in Africa and will not mention Africa in any way. !
The graphic style in Crest is inspired by woodcarving and African masks. The characters in 
the game are therefore made to imitate this and feature mask-like faces, which gives a surreal 
feeling to them. Even though many cultures through time have had different gender roles for 
various tasks, Crest will feature a culture that has equality between both genders. Both 
women and men will hunt, plow, raise the children, do religious rites and so forth. Gender 
equality in Crest’s culture was chosen as it would appeal to a broader audience and avoid 
gender discussions, as stated by Greip (2014).  !!

!        !  
             Figure 8 Photo of the Dogon people performing a dance Figure 9 Photo of a Zulu woman 

!
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2 Method 

!
The method used in the present study has a qualitative approach and includes the use of a  
web-based questionnaire. Two focus groups are used to conduct the answers with ten 
participants in each group, where one consists of Swedish participants and one consists of 
South African participants. Based on the answers from the two focus groups, the results are 
analyzed and compared to each other in order to see if stereotypical views are different in the 
target market (Western Europe) and the culture it represents (South Africa). This method was 
chosen because it would allow a more limited and controlled research. The participants was 
anonymous as it allowed me to refer to each participant in the results and also to compare 
them to each other without breaking any rules of confidentiality.  !
The sections below will give further details about the structure of the questionnaire and the 
limitations of the study.  !
2.1 Questionnaire !
The present study was tested by a qualitative questionnaire with 20 participants, where half 
are from Sweden and the other half are from South Africa. I was monitoring the questionnaire 
in Sweden while my South African acquaintance Gill Carlow was monitoring the 
questionnaire in South Africa in my place. Carlow is a 53-year-old caucasian woman and is 
currently the headmistress of Christian Family College in Munster, South Africa. Before 
becoming a headmistress Carlow worked as a policewoman for 27 years and has had much 
experience with questionnaires.  !
The criteria for the participants chosen was that they are adults aged 18 to 30 years old, and 
that their current residence is Sweden or South Africa. The age, 18-30 years old, was chosen 
as they are one of the age groups that mostly play games and are mature enough to 
understand the definition of stereotypes. The demographics were chosen because one group 
represents the target market (Sweden) and the other the culture represented (South Africa). 
The participants in South Africa were chosen by Carlow and have followed the criteria that 
was set up beforehand. The Swedish participants were chosen by myself and consisted of 
first- and second years students from the Game Design programs at Uppsala University, 
Campus Gotland. The Swedish participants were also met by the criteria that was set up. !
Thus, the questionnaire consisted of 15 questions and will be based on structures from 
Ejvegård (2009, pp. 55-63) and Davies (2007, pp.135-207). The questionnaire was divided 
into a personal section where the participants were asked control questions about themselves, 
such as age, gender, world experience and game literacy (Bateman, 2007). The questionnaire 
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then continues into a section about the animations and what the participants think the five 
animations in the game Crest represent.  !
The personal section consists of questions 1-6 and are mostly closed questions, except for 
question three, which is asking what current residence the participants have, as a closed 
question could give away the point of the questionnaire. If the question had two options 
between Sweden and South Africa the participants would understand that the questionnaire 
were related to those two countries. The third question is a multiple choice question where 
the participants answers what continents they have visited, this is to get an understanding of 
their world experience.  !
The animation section will consist of the remaining questions, 7-15. These questions are 
more evenly spread between closed- and open questions. The closed questions in this section 
are for getting an impression of what the participant thought of each animation as these 
questions were answered on a scale from 1 to 5. The open questions were used as follow up 
questions where the participants had to explain why he/she answered as he/she did. The last 
two questions were a closed multiple choice question where the participants had to choose 
between which pictures of different game genres the animations best belonged to, and then 
followed up with an open question why he/she believed that way. The genres in the pictures 
were the following: First person shooter, Role playing games, Real time strategy, God games 
and Platform games. !
2.1.1 Risks !
Even though a qualitative study with a focus group from the culture that is one of the 
inspirations for Crest is good for the thesis, there was one potential risk with it. As I could not 
be in South Africa for the questionnaire I had to rely on another person to apply them for me, 
which reduced the credibility from that focus group, since I had no direct control of it. 
However, I took precautions in that aspect and have worked on limiting the potential risks. I 
worked closely with Carlow to ensure that she was well aware of the risks and would not 
harm the study.  !
Although, by having Carlow helping me provide the questionnaire in South Africa could be 
seen as a risk, it helped me against my own bias. My own bias was a potential risk when 
doing the questionnaire for the Swedish focus group. The questionnaires were distributed to 
the participants and they were asked to answer a web-based questionnaire. Thus, the 
researcher had no influence on the process of the participants’ answering the questions. The 
participants who were chosen are also people that I know from school but not personally, in 
order to reduce as much bias as possible in the study. 
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2.2 Limitations !
This thesis will focus on negative stereotypes in representation of others, more specifically 
negative stereotypes of Africa and Africans in the animations of the game Crest and only in a 
number of five activities. The five activities that will be analyzed are the following; dancing, 
burial rite, conversing, carrying and plowing. Crest does features more activities than these 
five, such as woodcutting, building, mining and so forth. I consider those activities do not 
differ much from different cultures and would therefore not help the study. The activities that 
was analyzed were chosen because I believe that they are the ones that might differ the most 
in different cultures. !
2.3 Ethics !
According to Vetenskapsrådet (2014) there are four principles for ethics in research studies 
that are to be followed when doing this kind of study. These four principles consist of the 
demand of information, the demand of consent, the demand of confidentiality and usufruct. 
The demand of information is a rule which tells that the researcher has to inform all the 
involved in the research what the aim of the research is. The demand of consent states that all 
the participants are to decide themselves over their participation. The demand of 
confidentiality states that all the information about the participants in a research are to be 
given the highest confidentiality possible and all personal information has to be stored in a 
way that no outsiders can take part of it. Usufruct states that all information gathered about 
individual persons are to be used for research purposes only.  !
These four principles have all been considered when executing the questionnaire and are 
followed throughout the study. For example, all the participants are referred to anonymously 
in the study, thus preventing personal information to be available to outsiders. When the 
participants were asked to participate, they were told the purpose of the study and none of the 
participants were forced to participate against their will. None of the results gathered from the 
questionnaire will be used for anything but this study.   !!!
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2.4 Material !
This section present the material used in the questionnaire and explain the thoughts and 
inspiration for each animation. !!

!  !  
     Figure 10 Screenshot from the Dance Animation      Figure 11 Picture of traditional South African dance !
The Dance animation is heavily inspired by Traditional Zulu dance in South Africa, as seen 
by the similarities in figures 10  and 11 above. The Dance Animation also takes inspiration 
from various dances by the Dogon people, but are not as iconic as the traditional Zulu dance. !!

!  !  
     Figure 12 Screenshot from the Burial rite Animation        Figure 13 Screenshot from the Burial rite Animation !
As I could not find videos and pictures of Sub-Saharan African cultures performing burial 
rites, the animation had to be based on imagination. However, according to different websites 
(Anderson, 2014) Zulu’s believe that the “soul” are to be sent to the heavens. With that 
information I tried to imagine how an African priest would perform a ritual where he pulls 
the “soul” from the body and sends it to the heavens. 
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!  !  
     Figure 14 Screenshot from the Conversing Animation    Figure 15 Screenshot from the Conversing Animation !
The Conversing Animation is inspired by body language from public speakers. The 
Conversing Animation also took inspiration from the animations of the world leader 
characters in Civilization 5 (Firaxis, 2010), as they also use a lot of body language to show an 
emotion to the player.  !!

!  !  
    Figure 16 Screenshot from the Carrying Animation     Figure 17 Picture of African women carrying tea-leaves !
The Carrying Animation is inspired by how most women in Sub-Saharan African countries 
carry objects. Women can often be seen carrying heavy objects like wood stocks and similar, 
and some can even balancing only with their heads without help from the hands. Having the 
hand help in balancing the goods in the animation was chosen as it would help enhance the 
silhouette of him carrying something on his head. Simply, it was made to help the audience 
more easily see that he was carrying something on his head. !
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!  !  
     Figure 18 Screenshot from the Plowing Animation  Figure 19 Picture of an African man plowing !
The plowing animation is inspired by African plowing, but is likely the same across the world 
where people plow crops. Often cows and horses are used for plowing in more rural areas but 
considering Crest takes place at the beginning of mankind, a more manual way of plowing 
was chosen.  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3 Results !
The result of the questionnaire are presented in the section below and are followed by a 
section of relationships between different aspects of the questionnaire.  
   

3.1 Questionnaire !
The majority of the participants were males and in the age of 18-20 years old and all 
frequently play games in one way or the other. Most of them found the animations 
stereotypical but not in a negative way. All of the participants associated the animations with 
the God game genre. The sections below further presents the results from each section and 
gives a more detailed view of the results. 

!
3.1.1 Personal section !
This section provides the results from the personal section of the questionnaire and gives a 
detailed overview of the participants gender, age and world experience, as well as the game 
literacy of the participants.  

!  
Graph 1 Gender of the participants !

The majority of the participants were males, as seen in graph 1 above. The number of 
participants who were female were almost evenly split between the two focus groups. 
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!  
Graph 2 Age of the participants !

As seen in graph 2 above most of the participants were between 18 and 20 years old. One of 
the participants was slightly older than 30, which was the highest age I had set as a criteria. 
Since he was 36, which is not much older than 30, I do not believe it had an affect on the 
result compared to the others.  

!  
Graph 3 Which continents the participants have visited !
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As seen, some of the participants have traveled outside their continent of origin, the majority 
being the Swedish focus group. Though, one can also see that two of the South African 
participants had been to Europe while one of the Swedish participants had been to Africa. 
One can also see that there were more participants who have travelled among the Swedish 
participants than the South African participants. !!

!  
Graph 4 Number of participants who have lived abroad !

The majority of the participants have not lived abroad for more than 6 months. The Swedish 
participant who has lived abroad had only been to Europe. Two of the three South African 
participants who had lived abroad had both been to Europe, while the third participant from 
South Africa who has lived abroad had been to Asia. 
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!  
Graph 5 The participants game literacy !

This was measured by how often the participants spend their time playing games during a 
week. As seen, the majority participants spend at least 16 hours a week on playing games, 
where a majority of them were from the Swedish focus group. One can also see that none of 
the participants did not play any games at all, while none of the Swedish participants spent 
less than 7 hours a week playing games. 

!!
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3.1.2 Animation section !
This section will provide the result from the animation section of the questionnaire and will 
present what the participants thought the five animations represented, such as what kind of 
activity it was, if the activity was represented in a stereotypical way or if it was represented in 
a negative way. !!
3.1.2.1 How the participants understood the animations !
As seen in graph 6 below, almost all the participants understood what the Dance- (90%), 
Carrying- (90%) and Plowing Animation (95%) were trying to show. All the participants 
from the South African focus group understood what the Dance Animation was trying to 
show, they also understood the Carrying animation. The participant who didn’t understand 
the Plowing animation was one participant from the South African focus group who thought 
it was a garden boy who was cleaning. 

!  
Graph 6 Number of participants who understood what activity each animation represented !!
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!  
Graph 7 Number of Swedish participants who thought the animations were easy to understand !

All the Swedish participants thought that both the Carrying- and Plowing Animation were 
easy to understand. The three other animations were equally difficult to understand among 
the Swedish participants.  !

!  
Graph 8 Number of South African participants who thought the animations were easy to understand !
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Like the Swedish participants, all the South African participants found the Carrying 
Animation easy to understand, and all except one found the Plowing Animation easy to 
understand. Unlike the Swedish participants, the South African participants all found the 
Dance Animation easy to understand. There were also more South African participants who 
found the Burial rite Animation difficult to understand. The answers for the Conversing 
Animation were also more evenly spread among the South African participants than the 
Swedish participants. !!
3.1.2.2 Country, region or area the animations represented !
All of the participants who answered Africa or some country or region in Africa was 
considered to have answered correctly, as it would be to much to ask, except for the South 
African focus group, that they would answer ”South Africa”. And as Crest does not 
specifically takes place in South Africa I chose that stating Africa would suffice as the answer 
I was looking for. The ten percent who did not answer Africa were all from the Swedish focus 
group. Most of the participants who associated the animations with Africa did so because of 
the Dance Animation and Carry Animation mostly. The clothing and overall look of the 
characters was also a deciding factor as people thought they looked tribe like, which they 
apparently associated with Africa. 

!  
Graph 9 What country, region or area the participants thought the animations represented !!!!
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One of the South African participants explained his answer this way: “They represent Africa. 
The clothing, head-dress, and tools are commonly used in many tribes found in Africa”. 
Another South African participant answered the question: “Africa as a whole, most of the the 
movements and dancing pay homage to traditional African lifestyles”. The Swedish 
participants also connected the animation with tribal-like cultures and one of them answered: 
“To me they look like they originate from some kind of african country, at least a more tribal 
country. I've been watching a lot of documentaries and they remind me of these”. And as 
another Swedish participant answered: “With the movements in the ritual-isch animations it 
feels like somewhere with tribal-background, possibly southern America or Africa”. !
3.1.2.3 Stereotypes !
No animation received less than 40 %, nor more than 50% on stereotypical in the Swedish 
focus group. If one looks at the animations who were most thought of being stereotypical in 
graph 10 below, one can see that it were more South African participants who thought they 
were stereotypical. Almost all the South African participants thought the animations were 
stereotypical because of the Dance Animation and Carry Animation as they are very common 
in South Africa. The mixed results from the Burial rite Animation and Conversing Animation 
is because most participants found them hard to understand. Some of the Swedish 
participants thought the animations were stereotypical because they looked stereotypical 
tribe-like. Others thought it was a very stereotypical way of doing that activity and did not 
connect it to any ethnicity. Most participants from both focus group thought that about the 
Plowing Animation, that it was stereotypical plowing. 

!  
Graph 10 Number of Swedish participants who thought the animations were represented in a stereotypical way 
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The Swedish participants’ view on stereotypes differed more than participants from the South 
African focus group. For example, one Swedish participant thought: “Because the execive 
movments that where very tribe-like”, while another explained it: “They were more 
representative or steriotypical of the way each task is performed than anything”. One 
Swedish participant summarized his thoughts like this: “Stereotypes are exaggerations so that 
they are easily identified and I think the first doesn't really fit any stereotype that I know. The 
others fit what I consider stereotypes”. The South African participants answered mostly like 
these answers: “The animations represented a typically African scene. And most of them 
made you think of an African village”, and “They show the worlds view of a typical African 
village”. 

!  
Graph 11 Number of South African participants who thought the animations were represented in a stereotypical 

way !!
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!  
Graph 12 Number of participants who thought the animations were represented in a negative way !

None of the Swedish participants thought that the Plowing Animation was represented in a 
negative way. One of the Swedish participants wrote this when asked to explain his answer: 
“Cause i think they look different and appealing and i very much like the way these are 
created”. The South African participants answered the same question a bit differently. One of 
them wrote: “Well three of them I know can't be negative, because one is a traditional 
dance,and one is that that's how they carry their groceries,on their heads and nothing is 
negative about doing a good days work on your farm”. Another South African participant 
answered:“ I think it represents it in a positive way since it is displaying the character's 
customs, and not anything rude or discriminating”.  The South African participants drew 
more similarities to the cultural aspect of the animation than the Swedish participants did, as 
one can see from the quotes above. !!
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3.1.2.4 Genres the animations belonged to !
As seen in graph 13 below, all of the participants thought the animations best belonged with 
the God game genre compared to the other genres. The main reason why was because the 
animations were tribe-like and so did the picture of the God game. Another popular reason 
was because the participants did not think that most of the animations fitted in the images of 
the other genres, as for example the Dance Animation. A few of the participants felt that they 
could fit other genres as well, such as the role playing genre and real time strategy genre. The 
Carrying- and Plowing Animation for example were considered to fit with the real time 
strategy genre as they could be performed by workers collecting resources in those types of 
games. 

!  
Graph 13 What game genre based on pictures the participants thought the animations belonged to !!

!
!!
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3.2 Relationships !
As seen in the charts, the number of participants who answered correctly what activity each 
animation represented and how difficult they thought it was to understand that animation, 
shows a clear pattern. A clear pattern can also be seen in the Conversing Animation where 
about half of the participants answered correctly what activity it presented, and was both 
evenly spread in how easy it was to understand, and how many who thought the animation 
was stereotypical. The participants were also the most neutral on the Burial Rite Animation 
whom none of the participants understood and therefore was the most difficult to understand. !
As seen in graph 7 and 8, the Swedish participants found it more difficult to understand the 
Dance Animation than the South African participants. While both focus groups found it 
equally easy to understand the Carrying- and Plowing Animation. Even though the majority 
of the Swedish participants answered correctly what activity the Dance Animation 
represented, as seen in graph  6, the majority also thought the Dance Animation were difficult 
to understand, as seen in graph 7. !
A majority of the participants (~80%) did not think like the animations were represented in a 
negative way, even though the majority of the participants (~60%) in fact did think the 
animations were represented in a stereotypical way.  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4 Discussion !!
Possessing knowledge of the represented culture, a negative stereotypical representation of 
others can be kept to a minimum in the animations of the game Crest. As seen in Resident 
Evil 5, games and game animation can illustrate negative stereotypes. However, there are also 
cases where games and game animation have been stereotypical in a positive way. The results 
shows that the participants thought that some animations made for Crest were stereotypical, 
but not in a negative way. Therefore I must say that I think a better understanding of the 
culture you are trying to represent will definitely help in avoiding negative stereotypes. !!
4.1 Questionnaire !
The young age of most of the participants is probably due to Carlow being headmaster at a 
college, as 90% of the participants from South Africa were between 18 and 20 years old. The 
Swedish participants had a more even spread of age. As there are mostly white Africans 
attending at Carlow’s school, I assume most of the participants from South Africa where 
white Africans. The question is, would the results have been different if the South African 
participants had been Native Africans? It is an interesting question that can not be answered, 
one can only speculate. One thing for sure is that most white Africans have a very different 
background than Native Africans, and that has probably affected some of the results.  !
For example, one of the South African participants thought the Plowing Animation 
represented: “A garden boy cleaning, we have one at home doing the same thing.” A Native 
African would probably never have written this, as he/she probably would not have a garden 
boy, he/she would do the work himself/herself. From personal experience when I have visited 
and lived in South Africa, there are only white Africans in South Africa who have maids and 
garden boys, who from my experience are all Native Africans. This is probably due to the fact 
that most Native Africans unfortunately still lack education and have to take any jobs they 
can. It is also my opinion that most white Africans in South Africa still have customs left 
from the apartheid period. Although, there is only about 20 years since the abolishing of 
apartheid, which is not that long compared to how long apartheid existed in South Africa. 
Customs takes long time to change as well and will unfortunately not change for some 
generations. Therefore, I get upset when an 18-year-old who grew up without apartheid 
answers in a way that would be expected of a 60-year-old, who grew up with and lived during 
the apartheid.  !
The high number in game literacy for the Swedish focus group is most likely due to the fact 
that they all study game design and therefore have an interest in games in general. If the 
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participants were chosen more randomly, the results would probably be more even. If that 
were the case, the results from the Swedish focus group might be more like the results from 
the South African focus group, whose game literacy was more even.  !
The lack of participants who understood the Burial Rite Animation, as seen in figure 15 and 
16, is most probably due to the fact that it is out of context with no hint of a person being 
dead. This is an error made by me as I initially planned to have a body lying on the ground 
before the man performing the rite. Although, 8 participants (40%) were on the right track 
and guessed it was some sort of praying/worshipping or ceremonial act and even sacrificial 
rite, which are not far off considering the animation was out of context. The number of 
participants who understood the Conversing Animation would probably be higher if it was in 
context as well. Even if the character were using a lot of body language, it could be hard to 
recognize it as such if he were standing alone.  !
The reason why all the South African participants thought the Dance Animation was easy to 
understand was due to the fact that it was based on a traditional South African dance. Which 
is also most likely the reason why the Swedish participants found it difficult to understand, as 
it is a very unique dance that can not be seen in any other culture. However, the Dance 
Animation is also based on some dances that can be seen by the Dogon people. The dances 
inspired by the Dogon people are more as one might think a dance to look like than the 
traditional South African dance, which is the kicking dance shown in figure 9 and 10. !
After analyzing the results of the pilot study I first thought that a connection between world 
experience and views on stereotypes and how easy they understood the animations could be 
made. However, while analyzing the results of this study no such connection could be made. 
The amount of participants who had visited other continents or lived abroad was very low, 
especially from the South African participants. If the rate of number of participants who 
thought the animations did not represent an African country, region or area was lower, one 
could conclude that world experience could have been the reason for that. However, that was 
not the case as 80 % of the participants thought the animations represented an African 
country, region or area. As most westerners associate Africa with tribes, seen in the results as 
well, that is most likely the reason they thought the animations represented an African 
country, region or area, as the characters were very tribe-like for many of the participants. 
That could also explain the high number of participants who thought the animations were 
stereotypical. !
As stereotypes is such a subjective term the answers can’t be analyzed from that alone. With 
the follow up question “Do you think these animations are represented in a negative way?” 
one can get a better understanding if the participants  thought the animations were being 
stereotypical in a positive or negative way. As seen in the results, the vast majority did not 
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think the animations were represented in a negative way, which means that most who thought 
they were stereotypical thought so because they recognize it with something they associate 
with Africa, which is good as that is what Crest is aiming for.  !
One participant even questioned my question seen in graph 11 with: “why would it?”, and 
another participant answered: “Is it racist to look on how a person move?”. My answer would 
be hopefully it would not, but as seen in other games such as Resident Evil 5, it can often be 
the case. The second participant clearly did not really understand what the question was 
aiming for as the action of he/she looking at my animation was not the one being potentially 
racist.  

!
4.2 Conclusion 
  
The results are very clear that even though one might find anything stereotypical it might not 
be in a negative way. And as stated earlier in the study this is something that games, but also 
all entertainment media, benefits from. Stereotypes exist for us to easily identify a specific 
kind of character or attribute. But as seen in some games and other media as well, stereotypes 
are often misused to the extent that it is instead harmful and seen as something negative, such 
as Resident Evil 5. However, this study proves that it is possible to create stereotypical 
representation of others in game animation without them being stereotypical in a negative 
way. One way to achieve this, which is the one I chose, is to extensively studying the culture 
that are being represented. However, I did also have previous knowledge of South Africa in 
this case, before doing the research for the five animations in Crest. !
The present study was limited to 20 participants from Sweden and South Africa and five 
animations in the game Crest, thus it will not present a solution that works in all cases. The 
South African participants were most likely white Africans, which affects the results in some 
ways. The result would have been even more interesting if a third focus group with Native 
Africans participated. Then a comparison between the different views of white and Native 
Africans could have been made, which would open up for further discussions. These 
limitations were tailored for my own work of Crest and may not be the best approach on how 
to reduce negative stereotypes in games in general. Game animation may also not be the best 
aspect of a game to analyze if it is stereotypical in a negative way, as a combination with the 
model is what defines the final product of the character. Concept art or even looking at games 
as a whole might be better for the subject. However, analyzing a whole game would need a 
much deeper research than what I could manage with this study. Game animation was chosen 
as the material of the present study because it is my specialization and passion in game 
developing.  !
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Doing a deep research and being respectful when approaching the creation of a game can 
seem obvious, but game developers still fail in doing so. I have mentioned Resident Evil 5 
several times throughout the study, as it is a prime example on how bad representation of 
others can be. Unfortunately, there exists more cases than Resident Evil 5 on how games 
consists of negative stereotypes. Hopefully this study can help bring forth the current 
problem with how negative the representation of others is in games and possibly also help in 
finding a way on how to avoid negative stereotypes.  !
To expand this study it would be interesting to make a deeper research on how different 
games handle stereotypical representation. For example, one could measure how 
stereotypical representation is in different genres and potentially come to a conclusion if 
different genres contain more negative stereotypes than others. It would also be interesting to 
find out if games by game developers from different countries would have different 
stereotypical representation. One could make a deeper research where games from different 
major game developers from the leading countries in the game industry would be compared 
to each other. I have mentioned two games by Japanese game developers in this study that 
consist of somewhat to very negative stereotypes, Final Fantasy VII (Square Enix, 1997) and 
Resident Evil 5 (Capcom, 2009). It would be interesting to compare these to games made by 
game developers from other leading countries in the game industry. !
!
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